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Outreach Committee Meeting – 01-03-2021 

Attendance: LB (Outreach Chair), SWC (President), MP (VP), EJ, JL, EC, SB, 

LD, SG, EB, CL, CT 

Apologies: DB 

Location: Zoom 

 

Penpals  

LB I’ve spoken to the Care Home, they seemed semi-enthusiastic. They have 6 residents 

who are keen to get involved. A lot of people in the home struggle with alzheimer’s. It will be 

challenging. They will need to support. It probably wouldn’t be a formal back and forth. 

Would have to just see how it goes. Is anyone keen to take part/oversee? 

Several people say they are keen 

 

Green Move Out  

LB At the end of next term, coordinating volunteers to collect peoples unwanted stuff and 

donating to DASH. Env Comm will mainly coordinate this. We’ll publicise. Will talk to KB 

(Eniveronment Rep) about this. 

SG & CT are keen to help 

 

The Big Distance 

LB Fundraiser with Hild Bede that we did last year. We have a meeting soon, we’ll be 

asking for donations. Proceeds will go to HB’s partner charities. 

SB It’s a Foodbank and a Homeless Shelter 

LB That is mostly covered. Just keeping you all in the loop. Please get involved with this 

even if you aren’t a massive runner. Don’t know the timeline exact, but likely will be before 

lockdown rules ease. I’ll update about this on the group chat. 

 

Next Outreach chair  

LB It’s CL! We will be doing more stuff together to help with the handover. If you see 

messages on the group from her she’s now partially in charge. Hopefully next year will be 

more vibrant/pzazz 
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Careers in 3rd sector 

LB There’s a talk tomorrow evening at 7 – everyone was emailed about it. I think there 

will be some interesting people speaking and it’s a good way to network. I’ll be there!  

Pertinent to this committee. Come! 

 

3rd term 

LB Not too much to say – obviously we havent been able to do things we normally 

would, don’t know exactly how the restriction easing will be, but there are a lot of things we 

can do before all restrictions ease. It’ll be very fun and relaxed, but people are a bit 

noncommittal in 3rd term as there are so many fun things going on. It would be really good to 

do stuff but we need to appeal to it being fun. Would be nice to organise a beach clean trip, 

get the wider cuth’s community involved, could be nice, as a sort of social. I think it would 

be cute. Get your thinking caps on as to what would be fun in 3rd term. It should be fun with a 

side of outreach not outreach with a side of fun. It’s worth having another meeting 

exclusively about 3rd term, which we’ll do in the last week of term? It’ll be short and sharp, 

about one hour. Come with ideas please so that it can be an efficient meeting, and we can get 

to work over easter.   

 

AOB 

CT Money raised by the Femsoc event will be donated to DASH.  

LB That’s nice that we’ve worked with them so much as they are great! 

 


